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About Centrair's Christmas Illumination
“FLIGHT CHRISTMAS 2021”

Chubu International Airport will hold "FLIGHT CHRISTMAS 2021" at the Event Plaza on the 4th
floor of Centrair Terminal 1 from November 27 (Saturday).
The 4-meter-long Christmas tree and about 70 airplane-shaped original craft lights hanging from
the ceiling will warmly decorate Centrair in winter.
This year, for the first time, visitors can enjoy a digital quiz stamp rally using their smartphones.
If you answer the quiz correctly, 30 people will be selected by lottery to receive the airplane-shaped
craft lighting used in this event.
<FLIGHT CHRISTMAS 2021>
◆Period: November 27 (Saturday) - December 25 (Saturday)
◆Lighting hours: 4:40 - 21:30 (same as opening hours)
◆Location: Terminal 1, 4th floor, Event Plaza
◆Admission: Free
◆Contents:
1) Christmas tree and airplane-shaped crafts lighting in the terminal building
A 4-meter-long Christmas tree and about 70 airplane-shaped craft lights hanging from the ceiling.
The airplane-shaped craft lighting is made of polypropylene, a material used for interior lighting,
and is an original product of Centrair.
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2) Digital quiz stamp rally at 25 stores on the 4th floor
This is a quiz rally in which participants answer quizzes prepared at stores on the 4th floor from
their smartphones to obtain stamps. If you collect the specified number of stamps, you will be
able to challenge the lottery game, and 30 lucky winners will receive an airplane-shaped craft
lighting. Even if you are not selected in the drawing, you will receive a coupon that can be used
at the airport.
3) Photo spot with oversized photo frames
Behind the Christmas tree, an oversized photo frame appears.
If you sit on the chair in the frame, you will be able to take a picture of
the tree and the aircraft. You will be able to take a picture at the best
spot.

◆About the collaborators (ASPO Inc.)
Representative: Shiro Amemiya,
Professor Emeritus of Sugiyama Jogakuen University
Mr. Amamiya has been involved in a number of illumination and lighting
up projects in Nagoya, such as Higashiyama Zoo's night zoo,
Higashiyama Botanical Garden. He has also been involved in the production and guidance of
Halloween and winter illuminations at the Hoshigaoka Terrace by students in university classes
and club activities.

